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Strategic Overview
Challenge
One of the most common challenges B2B companies face when
marketing on social is presenting a sales-aimed messages before
prospects are familiar with the brand. With social being Because of this,
leads tend to convert at a lower rate.

Solution
Creating a self-contained marketing funnel on social (potentially pairing it
with a social-specific email nurture program) allows users to become aware
of Volume Nine, gain trust in our expertise, and consider employing our
services. While organic social naturally lends itself to top- and middle-offunnel activities, paid social prospecting and retargeting will allow us to
move potential new customers down the funnel to conversion.
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Deployment Funnel

1

Top of Funnel
Industry Education

Social Objective
Engagement, video views, link clicks
Audience Types
Keyword-optimized organic
Paid prospecting
Cold CRM retargeting (custom list)
Example Content Types & Topics
Listicles & checklists, carousel
infographics, quick-minute videos,
animated stats, educational blogs
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Middle of Funnel
Brand Education

Social Objective
Content downloads, videos views, live
video participation, landing page views
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Bottom of Funnel
Brand Consideration

Social Objective
Landing page views, form fills

Audience Types
Keyword-optimized organic
Engagement & video retargeting
Website pixel retargeting

Audience Types
Website pixel retargeting
Content download retargeting
Warm CRM retargeting (custom list)

Example Content Types & Topics
Gated content, case studies, ebooks citing
client work, blogs citing client work,
webinars, live expert Q&As, Volume Nine
SEO services

Example Content Types & Topics
Challenge solution videos, Volume
Nine differentiators, client videos,
testimonials, detailed product
information

Campaign Lengths
Campaigns will be ongoing with monthly or quarterly content refreshes to allow for topics to be updated based on social listening,
current trends, and performance as well as channel updates.
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Organic Channel Strategy
LinkedIn
With a focus on challenge
solution, client case studies, and robust
research / though leadership, LinkedIn will be our conduit to in-house
marketing experts (primary) and astute small business owners (secondary).

Facebook
With organic brand content showing up less and less in timelines, Facebook
content will serve as an SEO thought leadership hub and showcase for client
SEO work as ad viewers and prospective customers are likely to come to the
page during research.

Twitter
Serving as a newsfeed for marketing experts, we’ll share created and curated
thought leadership content, real-time trend reactions (i.e., algorithm
updates), and relevant event insights around SEO.
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Organic Post Examples

Post Copy
Bobo’s partnered with V9 on the SEO
strategy for the launch of their website,
increasing traffic by 186%. Find the right
services to get your website seen by the
right people, at the right time, in the
right searches: [link]

Post Copy
Content is king, but only when it’s wearing an optimized crown. Turn your
existing content up a notch with our SEO content optimization services. [link]
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Paid Implementation Plans
Stage 2 – Middle of Funnel

Paid Channels

Budget

LinkedIn
While average CPC’s are higher
than other social channels, B2B
prospects tend to be richer and
convert at a higher rate.

LinkedIn
$1,500 2-month pilot

Facebook & Instagram
The most widely accessed social
channels, advertising on these
sites produces the highest
volume of results are the lowest
cost.

Optimization
Budget split between channels
will be adjusted based on
performance.

Facebook & Instagram
$1,500 2-month pilot

Campaign Setup
Ad Sets:
To best gauge audience
consideration and Stage 1 topic
effectiveness, each audience (2-3)
will be set up as a separate ad set
with the campaign set to “budget
optimization.”
Ad Variations
Each ad set will contain 3 – 4 ads
with dynamic copy implemented.
Specific attention will be paid to
graphic vs. photo performance.
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Paid Audience Targeting
LinkedIn
Using LinkedIn’s pre-filtered audiences, we will target the “Small
Business Owner” audience.
Using LinkedIn’s website retargeting, we will retarget website
visitors.
We will target marketers at companies sized 2 – 10 and 11 – 50.

Facebook & Instagram
Using Facebook’s engagement retargeting capabilities, we
will target previous engagers and video viewers on topicrelevant content.
Using Facebook’s website pixel retargeting, we will retarget
website viewers who consumed relevant blog, case study
and/or educational content.
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Example Ads
Volume Nine

Post Copy
A website redesign should boost your search ranking, not destroy it.
Learn how our SEO launch services can help maintain your organic
traffic & even grow it after launch.
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Example Ads
LinkedIn Carousel Breakout
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